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Organizational Change Concepts 

Change happens every day in both one’s personal and professional life. One must be able 

to accept change or face becoming extinct. Organizations, too, must be willing to accept 

transformation and provide environments ripe for change through learning and communication. 

Two possible models for organizational change are learning organization and the High 

Performing System (HPS). Either system can enhance the ability of the organization and its 

employees to adapt to change.   

First, a learning organization is “skilled at creating, acquiring, and transferring 

knowledge and at modifying its behavior to reflect new knowledge” (Ivancevich et al., 2007, p. 

22). An integral part of the educational processes is testing new knowledge on old experiences. 

This type of learning can be applied to everything that one has experienced, from experimenting 

with new web design skills to attempting to influence an autocratic boss. As a student of 

management, I continually test new learning with my boss and with my coworkers.  

I recently used this method of learning with the owner of the company where I work. He 

is hesitant to allow me extended time off because he believes I am the only one in the office who 

can efficiently approve new loan applications. In the past, when I have taken one or two days off 

of work, other employees would approve low-quality loans in my absence, most of which went 

into default. My requests for time off were met with great resistance from the owner, even 

though they were granted. A close friend of mine recommended that, instead of asking for 

permission, I present my request in such a way that denying it is not an option.  

Learning must be shared with others in the organization in order to be truly worthwhile. 

An employee at any level within a learning organization must share information with everyone in 

the group for the organization to move from the ordinary to the extraordinary. When I first began 
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working with my current employer, many documents were required for loan approval. A copy of 

the applicant’s driver’s license and a voided check, among other items were required for loan 

approval. Many times applicants’ spouses would send the required documents while the 

applicant was at work, often without access to a fax machine. As such, the spouse did not have 

access to the license, which delayed approval time. These documents were also redundant 

because we had access to data from other sources that verified the data we were seeking. After I 

shared my discovery with the owner and other employees of the organization, we changed our 

operating procedures. As a result, the organization was able to accelerate the approval process 

while increasing the number of applications that were approved.  

Another model for organizational change is HPS. This model is comprised of “human 

systems that are doing dramatically better than other systems” (Vaill, 1982, p. 1). HPS increases 

performance by removing excess from the organization. Based on this definition, my 

organization is not an HPS. Though no excessive structure prevents communication, and 

participation is encouraged, communication between employees and the owner is strained.  

The owner is usually distracted and ill-tempered. He disparages the employees’ work and 

accuses us of impeding productivity with poor customer service. He has also made sarcastic 

remarks about employees within their range of hearing. Although this behavior is sporadic, it is 

frequent enough to discourage employees from communicating with the owner until his mood 

has been assessed. 

Therefore, this organization is in need of significant transformation. First, a higher degree 

of employee commitment to the organization and its goals is required. Morale is lacking, even 

though the turnover rate and use of sick days do not reflect it. Employees dread the moment the 
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owner drives into the parking lot each day. Before any other change can occur, morale must be 

raised. Employees will resist change if the work environment is not improved. 

Also, there should be more cooperation among employees. Because our product—

money—is identical to that of other loan companies, we must find a way to stand out. Our 

customer service should be superior to that of our competitors. To accomplish this, the owner of 

the organization has directed us to answer the phones on the first ring. One employee, however, 

does not like to answer calls. When the telephone rings, he busies himself with other tasks. His 

unwillingness to perform as part of a team increases the workload for other employees, which, in 

turn, leads to their reluctance in assisting him when he seeks help.   

To prepare for legislation that may eliminate the small, short-term loans that we process, 

our organization should focus on how this will affect our business and how to respond to this 

potential major change. The organization is currently preparing by designing a new product that 

makes our current one obsolete. The problem with this change is that only the owner and I are 

currently involved with implementation; other employees are not completely committed to the 

plan. For any product to be successful, each employee should invest not only in potential results 

but also in executing the changes. 

Based on the organization’s current state, the most effective large-scale change method 

would be Management by Objectives (MBO) (Ivancevich, et al., 2007, p. 75).  This would 

require the manager of the organization or team leader to meet with each employee separately, 

setting objectives and organizational goals for the individual employee. At the end of the 

meeting, a follow-up appointment would be scheduled to assess progress made on these goals. 

Currently, the owner does not meet with individual employees, set goals, or even provide annual 

performance evaluations. Employees are given no goals by the organization; we determine our 
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own goals. MBO combined with a reward and penalty system would have great success in my 

organization.   

The only person with the power to select this or any other change method is the owner of 

the company. While our company has an office manager, she is treated as any other employee. 

She has no influence on policy because all decisions are made by the owner.  

Thus, before any method to manage change could be used effectively, other changes need 

to occur to correct the imbalances within the organization. First, the demeanor and interpersonal 

skills of the manager need to improve. Since he does not have the people skills to successfully 

institute a new program, he would need to learn how to speak with others professionally. In 

addition, the owner needs to be more available on site. Because he is an entrepreneur with 

several ventures, he spends little time in his office. His absence affects his understanding of the 

organizational environment. For example, he does not know what his staff does or how 

employees work with one another. 

Learning Organization and HPS are excellent models for change. The management 

hierarchy of both encourages change and fosters an environment in which employees can 

communicate their ideas freely. New learning should be encouraged and shared among all levels 

so that the organization members may continually improve themselves. Although the 

organization I work for uses neither system, by applying theories such as MBO, we can become 

a better, more flexible organization that is ready for change. 
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